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Namur, 26th June 2020

Press Release
The Belgian Watchdog group Initiative Citoyenne demands information
from the European Commission on its procurement of Covid-19
vaccines.
The European Commission has taken it upon itself to place an urgent order for
coronavirus vaccines, without a glimmer of transparency. There is also mention of
a general vaccination mandate and exemptions from other legislation (such as
GMOs). Initiative Citoyenne is requesting access to the various scientific and
technical documents giving the Commission authority to place this order.
Initiative Citoyenne is a group consisting of both doctors and non-medically trained
individuals, created in Belgium in 2009, the year of the AH1N1 swine flu pandemic. The
movement’s aim at that time was to obtain answers to public health-related questions
presaged by treatment of the disease [1], so as to comply with patient rights, particularly
free and informed consent. As it turned out later, the large number of adverse effects
reported (e.g. narcolepsy) highlighted the appropriateness of the group’s initial approach
involving questioning followed by lawsuits. [2]
More than a decade later, with the coronavirus crisis, those same questions are even more
relevant [3]. The European Commission is now planning, behind the scenes, to order
hundreds of millions of doses of a vaccine whose effects are totally unknown [4]. Over the
last few days, the press has reported the possibility of a mandate to vaccinate the entire
population against this disease [5]. It also appears that when it comes to manufacture of
the vaccine, exemptions to certain environmental protection laws such as the use of
GMOs, may be granted [6]. Initiative Citoyenne has therefore contacted the European
Commission for Health, through one of their attorneys, Maître Stéphane Rixhon, member
of the Brussels bar, to obtain all the documents relevant to this public contract [7].
Exercising its right of access to administrative documents, Initiative Citoyenne hopes to
unravel some of the mystery surrounding this European project with a disturbing aura
when it comes to the health of all Europeans.
Initiative Citoyenne has also joined with the Flemish group Tegenstroom, to launch an
online petition [8], demanding absolute freedom of choice with respect to these future
vaccines. This petition, in both French and Dutch, has already gathered over 5000
signatures as of today’s date [9].
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